TELEPHONE

TELEPHONE CABLE & ACCESSORIES

12P-PVC 12PR 1.5MM TWISTED PAIR CU/PVC
2PR-PVC 2PR 1.5MM TWISTED PAIR CU/PVC
CM1.1P 1PR MYLAR 0.5MM
CM2.3P 3 PAIR MYLAR 0.22MM
CM2.8P 1 PAIR MYLAR 0.22MM
CM2.12P 12 PAIR MYLAR 0.22
CM2.2P 2 PAIR MYLAR 0.22MM
CM2.4P 4 PAIR MYLAR 0.22MM
CM2.8PR 8PR MYLAR 0.22MM
CM4.2P 2 PAIR MYLAR 0.5MM
CM5.1P 1 PAIR MYLAR 0.5MM
LD-RJ11/0.5M 0.5M RJ11-RJ11 BLACK TELEPHONE LEAD
LD-RJ11/1.5 1.5M RJ11 - RJ11 LEAD BLACK
LD-RJ11/10M 10M RJ11-RJ11 FLYLEAD
LD-RJ11/1M 1M RJ11-RJ11 PATCHCORD
LD-RJ11/20M 20M RJ11-RJ11 FLYLEAD
LD-RJ11/3M 3M RJ11-RJ11 TELEPHONE LEAD
LD-RJ11/5M 5M RJ11 - RJ11 BLACK LEAD
LD-RJ11/6M 6M RJ11-RJ11 FLYLEAD
LD-RJ45-RJ11/10 10M RJ45-RJ11 TELEPHONE LEAD
LD-RJ45-RJ11/1.5 1.5M RJ45 - RJ11 LEAD BLACK
LD-RJ45-RJ11/2M 2M RJ45 - RJ11 TELEPHONE LEAD
LD-RJ45-RJ11/3M 3M RJ45 - RJ11 BLACK
LD-RJ45-RJ11/4M 4M RJ45 - RJ11 TELEPHONE LEAD
LD-RJ45-RJ11/6M 6M RJ45-RJ11 TELEPHONE LEAD
LD-RJ45/3 3M RJ45-RJ45 CREAM
LD-RJ45/RJ11/5 5M RJ45-RJ11 CREAM LEAD
M-PP25/VOICE MEGA NET 25 PORT VOICE PANEL
M-PP50/VOICE MEGANET 50 PORT VOICE PANEL
M-PP50/VOICE 50 PORT VOICE PATCH PANEL
MISC-CDOINT COPPER DOME JOINT
MISC-DROPWIRE 2 PAIR DROP WIRE
MISC-GS GREEN SLEEVES (1000 X IN PACK)
MISC-JUM-BLK/WHT JUMPER WIRE BLACK / WHITE
MISC-JUM-GRN/WHT JUMPER WIRE GREEN / WHITE
MISC-JUM/B&R JUMPER WIRE RED / BLACK
MISC-UMBL/WH JUMPER WIRE BLUE / WHITE
MISC-JUMBL/YEL JUMPER WIRE BLUE/YELLOW
MISC-JUMBR/WHT JUMPER WIRE BROWN / WHITE
MISC-JUMRED/WHT JUMPER WIRE RED / WHITE
MISC-JUMYEL/WH JUMPER WIRE YELLOW/WHITE
MISC-SCOTCH SCOTCHLOCKS
T-4WFC  4WAY FLAT TEL. CABLE CREAM
T-4WFT/BLK  4WAY FLAT TEL. CABLE BLACK
T-6WFC  6 WAY FLAT TEL. CABLE CREAM
T-8WFC  8 WAY FLAT TEL. CABLE CREAM
T-RJ11B  R11 SINGLE BOX
TC-10Z  10 PAIR Z SCREEN CABLE
TC-20Z  20 PAIR Z SCREEN CABLE
TC-2Z  2 PAIR Z SCREEN CABLE
TC1  1 PAIR TELEPHONE CABLE
TC2  2 PAIR INDOOR TELEPHONE CABLE
TC2APP  2 PAIR OUTDOOR TELEPHONE CABLE
TC3  3 PAIR INDOOR TELEPHONE CABLE
TC4  4 PAIR INDOOR TELEPHONE CABLE
TC4APL  4 PAIR OUTDOOR TELEPHONE CABLE
TC4QUAD  4 CORE TEL CABLE INDOOR QUAD
TC6  6 PAIR INDOOR TELEPHONE CABLE
TC10  10 PAIR INDOOR TELEPHONE CABLE
TC10AER  10 PAIR OUTDOOR TELEPHONE CABLE
TC10APL  10 PAIR UNDER GROUND TELEPHONE CABLE
TC10ASS  10PR SELF SUPPORT ARIAL TEL. CABLE
TC15  15 PAIR INDOOR TELEPHONE CABLE
TC15APL  15 PAIR UNDERGROUND TELEPHONE CABLE
TC15APP  15 PAIR OUTDOOR TELEPHONE CABLE
TC20  20 PAIR INDOOR TELEPHONE CABLE
TC200UG  200 PAIR UNDER GROUND TELEPHONE CABLE
TC20A  20 PAIR AERIAL TELEPHONE CABLE
TC25  25 PAIR INDOOR TELEPHONE CABLE
TC25APL  25 PAIR UNDERGROUND TELEPHONE CABLE
TC25APP  25 PAIR OUTDOOR TELEPHONE CABLE
TC30  30 PAIR INDOOR TELEPHONE CABLE
TC50  50 PAIR INDOOR TELEPHONE CABLE
TC50AER  50 PAIR AERIAL TELEPHONE CABLE
TC50ASS  50 PAIR UNDERGROUND TELEPHONE CABLE
TC75  75 PAIR INDOOR TELEPHONE CABLE
TC75UG  75 PAIR UNDERGROUND TELEPHONE CABLE
TC100  100 PAIR INDOOR TELEPHONE CABLE
TC100APL  100 PAIR UNDERGROUND TELEPHONE CABLE